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Introduction: Advanced Instrumentation Engineering
Instrumentation Engineering is the synergistic combination of mechanical engineering, electronic
engineering, control engineering, systems design engineering and computer engineering to achieve
measurements and control. It is a multidisciplinary field involving material science, sensors &
actuators, optics, signal processing, statistics, computation, communication. The applications for this
field are mostly visible in Health, Agriculture, Aviation, Safety, Security, Space, Manufacturing and
Processing Sectors.
This PG research programme on Advanced Instrumentation Engineering aims to provide in-depth
exposure to the engineering concepts, scientific principles, research methodology and hands-on
experience on advanced real-life R&D projects in number of key research areas. Due to its
multidisciplinary nature, graduates from wider branches of engineering can enrol into this course. The
first and second semesters of the programme focuses on core subjects and associated laboratories.
The third and fourth semesters of the programme provide choice of key research areas.
The third and fourth semesters give the opportunity to the candidates to effectively utilize the
knowledge acquired through the courses towards advanced R&D project work and dissertation in their
chosen research areas for further absorption as a Scientist.
The medium of instruction and evaluation is English.

Number of Seats and Key Research Areas (KRAs)
The total number of seats available is 10. Allotment of specializations will be made based on the
candidate's performance and preference at the end of the second semester.
The programme offers a number of research streams as follows:
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Agrionics
Biomedical Engineering
Computational Instrumentation
Optical Instrumentation
Mechanical Systems Design
Nano Bio Photonics
Photonics
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AGRIONICS
Agro-technology is an increasingly crucial input in the industrialisation and development of nations
and communities, particularly in the current era of globalisation, trade liberalisation and emphasis on
competitiveness. The shared technologies and innovations of today are creating different agro-food
industries and communities of tomorrow. CSIO has been involved in agri instrumentation since more
than three decades. The term agrionics has been coined recently to imply agri electronic
instrumentation.
This novel course offers a scientific base for dissemination of basic methods and prevalent practices
on crop management, soil preparation, testing, postharvest handling techniques, agro-processing and
regulatory issues regarding food products. The course addresses scientific, engineering and
technological instrumentation issues pertaining to agriculture management aimed at reducing the
incidence of food losses, maintenance and assurance of quality, safety and traceability of products.
Particular emphasis has been given to postharvest innovation, the transformation of knowledge and
technologies into useful products and services in agri-food industries, as a key driver of economic
growth and improved standards of living in rural-based economies.

OPTICS and PHOTONICS
The term Photonics implies generation, emission, transmission, modulation, signal processing,
switching, amplification, detection and sensing of light. Foreseeing the demand of trained manpower
in the emerging area of photonics for industry and research organisations within the country, it
becomes necessary to initiate such a course. This course is intended to develop skilled manpower to
meet the emerging needs of industry, standards as well as that of research and development.
This subspecialisation is designed primarily to mould the field application of fibres into sensor
networks, instrumentation and communication. It would allow engineering graduates to work in the
emerging areas of fibre optics sensors, distributed sensors networks, optical materials, fibre
waveguides, optoelectronics, holography, aspherics, structural health monitoring and optical
communication optical instrumentation for strategic and societal needs. Other aspect with broader
optical engineering embraces optics, optical materials, waveguides applied as sensors and imaging
into many sectors such as industrial, strategic, agro and medical applications.
CSIO Scientists are actively perusing research leading to applications in sectors such as safety, security,
structures health monitoring and transport in civil life such as in aviation, railways, mines, oil & gas,
railways, power generation and transmission, non-conventional energy generation, disaster
mitigation, mining and geophysical survey, biosensors, biophotonics, medicine, atomic energy etc.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Biomedical Instrumentation is the application of engineering principles and techniques to the medical
field. It combines the design and problem solving skills of engineering with medical and biological
sciences to help improve patient health care and the quality of life of individuals. As the interest in this
field is increasing, some institutions of engineering now have a biomedical engineering program or
department at the undergraduate level.
As a relatively new discipline, biomedical engineering covers fields: bioinformatics, medical imaging,
image processing, physiological signal processing, biomechanics, biomaterials and bioengineering,
systems analysis, 3-D modelling, etc. Examples of concrete applications of biomedical engineering are
the development and manufacturing of biocompatible prostheses, medical devices, diagnostic devices
and imaging equipment such as CT, MRI and EEG, and pharmaceutical drugs.
5
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Organisation’s Structure and Key Research Areas (KRAs)
NANO BIO PHOTONICS
The convergence of nanotechnology with information technology, modern biology and social sciences
is reinvigorating discoveries and innovation in almost all sectors of the economy. Thus our mission is
to use the life processes and materials perfected by nature in billions of years for molecular
engineering to develop devices to improve quality of human life. The convergence of nanotechnology
with information technology, modern biology and social sciences will reinvigorate discoveries and
innovation in almost all sectors of the economy. Nano-Biotechnology takes advantage of interfacing
functional biomolecules with available devices for development of devices with higher performance in
terms of selectivity, sensitivity and economics. The nature has created large variety of molecular
devices which are working in living system ranging from micro-organism to human beings. The life
processes and materials have been perfected by nature in billions of years. Nature creates these
devices by self-assembly process and does not requires billions of dollar lithography based fabrication
facilities used in VLSI devices.
6
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COMPUTATIONAL INSTRUMENTATION
Computational Instrumentation simply means Computational Processing and Analysis and
Visualisation of data for an end application result rather than mere means to a purpose.
Computational Instrumentation (CI) at CSIO implies treatment and analysis of more than one sensing
and measuring parameters with the higher level objectives of Control, Inspection, Monitoring,
Prediction, Forecasting, Recognition, and Diagnosis (CIMPFoRD). The sensing could be carried out
using:




Arrays
Imaging
Sensor Networks

The related sensing techniques those are exhaustively to deployed are:



Precise and uniform Mapping
Monitoring level field layouts

Accordingly, the treatment can be carried out using data in matrices and vectors. The computing
techniques those are exhaustively to deployed are: Sensor Fusion / Multi-sensor data fusion, Multidimensional Data Acquisition, Visualization, Mining, Navigation, Pattern Recognition, Artificial Neural
Networks, Fuzzy Logic, Linguistic Computing and Granular Computing, Machine Intelligence,
Computational Intelligence.
In addition, following computational activities optimise both experimentation and the need for
instrumentation




Computer Aided Design and Simulation of physical, mechanical, optical and electronic
components, devices and systems
Finite Element Analysis and design validation
Process simulation and optimization

About CSIO
Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIO) is a premier national laboratory dedicated to
research, design and development of scientific and industrial instruments. It is one of the constituent
laboratories of the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR), India, a multi-disciplinary and
multi-dimensional apex industrial research & development organisation of the country.
Established in October 1959, CSIO was chartered to stimulate the growth of indigenous instrument
industry in the country through development of contemporary technologies and other scientific &
technological assistance.
Initially located at New Delhi, CSIO was moved in 1962 to Chandigarh, the City Beautiful located in the
north west of Delhi. CSIO Campus (spread over an area of approximately 120 acres) comprises of
Office Buildings, R&D Laboratories, Indo-Swiss Training Centre and a Housing Complex. An austere
four-storey building and the accompanying workshops were inaugurated in December 1967. Another
7
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four-storey block was added in 1976 for housing R&D Divisions, Library, etc. During mid-eighties, the
laboratory buildings and infrastructural facilities were modernized in order to gear the Institute
towards taking up development projects in challenging and emerging areas of technology. A separate
Administrative Block was inaugurated in September 1994.
With a view to meeting the growing demand of well trained instrument technologists, Indo-Swiss
Training Centre (ISTC) was started in December 1963 with the co-operation of Swiss Foundation for
Technical Assistance, Zurich, Switzerland.
CSIO is a multi-disciplinary organization having well equipped laboratories manned by highly qualified
and well trained staff with infrastructural facilities in the areas of microelectronics, optics, applied
physics, electronics, mechanical engineering, etc. The current on-going R&D programmes include
technological solutions for societal application in food & agro and health & rehabilitation sector;
avionics, snow and seismic monitoring in strategic sector, landslide and structure health monitoring
for public safety and bio and nano sciences for various application sectors.
A large number of instruments ranging from simple to highly sophisticated ones, have been designed
and developed by the Institute and their knowhow have been passed on to the industry for
commercial exploitation. Having contributed substantially towards the growth of the scientific
instruments industry in the country, CSIO enjoys a high degree of credibility among the users of the
instruments as well as the instrument industry.
CSIO, Chandigarh is surrounded by several leading institutions such as Institute of Microbial
Technology (IMTech, CSIR), National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER),
Terminal Ballistics Research Lab (TBRL, DRDO) and Snow & Avalanche Study Establishment (SASE,
DRDO), Government Medical College & Hospital (GMCH), Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER), Centre for Design of Advanced Computing (C-DAC, MCIT), Panjab University,
Punjab Engineering College, National Institute of Technical Teachers Training and Research (NITTTR),
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER), IIT Punjab, Institute of Nano Science &
Technology, Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL), and Semiconductor Laboratory.

Campus
CSIO campus is situated on the Ambala-Chandigarh highway which houses the laboratories &
workshops, Indo-Swiss Training Centre (ISTC) and
residential complex. The various amenities available in
the campus include Clinical Centre, Crèche,
Community Centre, Health Club and Adult Park. There
are 250 dwelling units of various types catering to
different levels of employees. A hostel is available for
students from various engineering institutions and
universities undergoing their thesis/project/training. A
guest-house with a capacity of 16 rooms is also
available in the campus. A canteen facility exists for all
the employees and students. At present the vacant
Type-I accommodation in the campus is being
renovated with provision for internet facility for
CSIO Canteen and Guest House
accommodating the Scientist Trainees and a 50-room
hostel is proposed to be constructed for them. Dining and Common Room facilities would be provided
in for Scientist Trainees.
8
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Laboratories
CSIO has a number of state-of-art modern labs actively engaged in R&D programmes of the institute. A
select number of these labs and facilities have been earmarked for carrying out research/project/thesis
of MTech/PhD level scholars. They can accommodate additional 3-5 Scientist Trainees each while a
similar number would be allowed from other
institutions. Three basic (common to all streams)
labs exist (already catering MTech (Mechatraonics)
students). Additional two labs are easily
configurable from the related R&D groups.
Furthermore, in all the three departments for the
chosen streams, sitting space for accommodating
the Scientist Trainees is being created with
standard office amenities including computer,
internet, printing, phone/fax facility. The CSIO’s IT
cell would extend the services to the Scientist
Trainees. Similarly, administrative requirements
including
national
travel
and
outstation
Glimpse of a Laboratory
stay/accommodation of the TSs would be met initially
by
the existing CSIO establishments till independent arrangements are made. The Scientist Trainees would
be considered as team members for international collaborations and funds for fees/travel/etc would be
sought from different sources including CSIO/CSIR and other government funding schemes.

Library
CSIO library has a seating capacity of about 40 persons and is equipped with more than 50,000 books
and standards covering a wide spectrum of areas of science, engineering, technology, management and
multidisciplinary areas. Currently 92 journals in different disciplines are subscribed by the library and
there is access of more than 2000 on-line e-journals within the campus. Besides that, the library has
arrangements with other local institutions as well as National Institute of Science Communication and
Information Resources (NISCAIR) for emergent requirement of literature and books. The annual budget
of the library is Rs 45.00 lacs which is likely to be enhanced to meet the future requirements. Additional
budget would be sought for procuring text and recommended books for the Sc. Trainees.

Faculty
Well qualified and experienced senior scientists of CSIO have designed the course content for the
prestigious maiden Scientific & Technological education and training programme of programme. Almost
all the faculty has been drawn from research groups of CSIO engaged in the multidisciplinary areas of
scientific and industrial instrumentation, devices, systems and related technologies. The expertise of
R&D teams here largely caters to the application sectors such as health, agro, strategic and public safety.
CSIO has been playing an active role for human resource development in terms of running MTech
(Instrumentation) affiliated to Panjab University (PU), Chandigarh which was initiated at CSIO in the year
1994 and was run by CSIO faculty using internal laboratory facilities for three consecutive years before it
was shifted to PU. The faculty here is still actively involved in the programme in terms of decision
9
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making bodies, thesis supervision and evaluation. The scientists here were also involved in conception,
design and implementation of another programme [MTech (Microelectronics)] programme in the year
1998 in association with Semiconductor Complex Ltd (now called Semiconductor Laboratory), Mohali
(Pb) currently being successfully run by PU, Chandigarh. Another Masters programme
[MTech(Nanosciences)] has also been initiated in 2006 in PU, Chandigarh. More recently, CSIO has
jointly initiated an MTech (Mechatronics) programme with Central Mechanical Engineering Research
Institute (CMERI), Durgapur and Central Electronic Engineering Research Institute (CEERI), Pilani in
affiliation with Bengal Engineering Science University (BESU), Shibpur, Kolkata. This programme is being
run jointly by the faculty of the all the four institutions involved at the respective places. Furthermore,
scientists also supervise on a regular basis project training and thesis work of a large number of B.Tech
and MTech students respectively. A number of Junior Research Fellows (JRFs) and Senior Research
Fellows (SRFs) pursue their research work at CSIO for MTech/PhD. To facilitate a better R&D, academia
and industry interface, CSIO has entered into several MoUs with universities, institutions and industries
resulting in a regular flow of students and research problems. CSIO scientists are also members of Board
of Studies (BoSs) and Research Degree Committees (RDCs) of a number of universities and institutions.
In addition, an exclusive Indo-Swiss Training Centre (ISTC) of CSIO has been offering 3-yr Diploma in
Instrument Technology (since 1963) and 4-yr Advanced Diplomas in Mechatronics and Die & Mould
Making.
Senior Scientists have been identified to serve as faculty for PGRPE, CSIO Chandigarh. They comprise of
PhDs and MTechs and some of them are pursuing their PhD. All are MTechs and PhDs from reputed
institutions such as IITs, BITS, NITs etc from the country and aboard. Some of them have gained
experience as Post Doctorate from abroad and they are maintaining active contact and interaction with
the professors in foreign universities/institutions including top league ones. These faculty members have
experience of designing courses for various MTech programmes as mentioned above. Most of them
have teaching experience ranging few years to more than a decade gained at different times over their
career for teaching special subjects in engineering institutions and at university level. Some of the
faculty members that have been drawn from CSIO’s Indo-Swiss Training Centre are dedicated to
teaching diploma and post-diploma courses.
A good number of international research publications have emanated from the research work carried
out by these scientists and some of the papers have been published in high impact factor journals.
About a dozen of PhDs have been supervised by some of the senior faculty members in the last decade
while currently more than 20 PhDs and about 35 MTech students are pursuing their thesis. In the last
few years, more than 50 patents have been filed by them and granted while many are under process. A
number of technologies successfully developed by the scientists have been transferred to industry and a
few industrial consultancies have been carried out in the related areas.

10
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ADMISSION
ADMISSIONPROCESS
PROCESS

Please see the CSIR website, http://www.csir.res.in for announcement and online submission of the
admission form. The selected candidates will be designated as “Scientist Trainee” under the CSIR QHS
scheme. Admission eligibility, important dates, stipend, fees, etc are provided on the CSIR web site.
However, the mode of fee payment at CSIO is provided below.

PAYMENT OF FEES AT CSIO

For NEFT bank transfer, please transfer the amount to the Saving Account Number 30267029400
(Saving) in the name of “Director, CSIO” at State Bank of India, Sector 30, Chandigarh-160030, (IFSC
Code SBIN0001443) with appropriate narration statement.
Payment may also be made using demand draft, drawn in favour of “Director, CSIO” payable at
Chandigarh and sent by speed post or registered letter to “Director, CSIO, Sector 30-C, Chandigarh – 160
030” along with appropriate covering statement.

11
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Faculty for PGRPE
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PGRPE-CSIO: Faculty & Courses
ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING
1.

Dr Pawan Kapur, Director, CSIO
BTech, MTech, PhD
EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices
COM527: Agro Physics and Technologies
ELE-B: Biological Control Systems
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

2.

Dr HK Sardana, Coordinator PGRPE, Scientist G
BSc(Engg), ME, PhD, MBA
COM311: Signal Processing
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation
COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation
ELE-1: Digital Image Processing
ELE-2: Soft Computing Techniques
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision

3.

Dr ML Singla, Scientist G
MSc, PhD
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science
COM527: Agro Physics and Technologies
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

4.

Dr Amod Kumar, Scientist G
BSc(Engg), ME, PhD
COM311: Signal Processing
COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation
ELE-2: Soft Computing Techniques
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation
ELE-B: Biological Control Systems
ELE-C: Bio-Materials and Bio-Mechanics
ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

5.

Mr NS Mehla, Scientist G
MSc, MTech
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices

13
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6.

Mr AD Kaul, Scientist G
BSc(Engg), MSc(Engg)
EBC310B: Mechanisms, Materials and Manufacturing
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

7.

Dr Lalit M Bharadwaj, Scientist G
MSc, PhD
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-C: Bio-Materials and Bio-Mechanics
ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

8.

Subhash Jain, Scientist G
MSc, MTech
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices

9.

AK Paul, Scientist G
MSc, MTech
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques
ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

10.

SK Mittal, Scientist G
MSc, MTech
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation
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11.

Dr PK Jain, Scientist F
MSc, PhD
COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-B: Biological Control Systems
ELE-C: Bio-materials & Bio-mechanics

12.

Randhir Bhatnagar, Scientist F
MSc, MTech
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision
ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices

13.

Dr C Ghanshyam, Scientist F
BTech, MTech, PhD
EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science

14.

Dr SV Ramagopal, Scientist F
MSc, MTech, PhD
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation
ELE-9: Optical System Development
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision

15.

Dr GS Singh, Photonics, Scientist F
MSc, MTech, PhD
COM311: Signal Processing
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation
ELE-9: Optical System Development

16.

RC Kalonia, Scientist F
MSc, MTech
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
ELE-9: Optical System Development
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17.

VPS Kalsi, Scientist E-II
AMIE, MTech
EBC310B: Mechanisms, Materials and Manufacturing
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

18.

Dr KD Chattopadhyay, TO E-II
AMIE, ME, PhD
EBC310B: Mechanisms, Materials and Manufacturing
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision

19.

Satish Kumar, Scientist E-I
BTech, MTech
COM311: Signal Processing
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation

20.

VD Shivling, Scientist E-I
BTech, MTech
COM527: Agro physics and Technologies

21.

RR Shravan Kumar, Scientist E-I
BTech, MTech
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

22.

Dr Sunita Mishra, Scientist E-I
MSc, PhD
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques
ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices
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23.

Vinod Karar, Scientist E-II
BTech, MTech
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

24.

Sanjeev Verma, Scientist E-I
BTech, MTech
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

25.

Neelesh Kumar, Scientist C
BTech, MTech, MBA
COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation
ELE-C: Bio-materials & Bio-mechanics

26.

Amol P Bhondekar, Scientist C
BTech, MTech
EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronics Devices
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
ELE-2: Soft Computing Techniques
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation

27.

PK Mahapatra, Scientist C
BTech, MTech
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
COM527: Agro physics and Technologies
ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

28.

Dr Amit Lochan Sharma, Scientist C
MSc, MTech, PhD
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques
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29.

Jagdish Kumar, Scientist C
BTech, MTech
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation

30.

Prabhat Kumar Baghel, Scientist C
MSc, MTech
ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision
ELE-9: Optical System Development

31.

Surender Singh Saini, Scientist B
BTech, MTech
EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronics Devices
COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

32.

Dr Inderpreet Kaur, Scientist B
MSc, PhD
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques
ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

33.

Dr Akash Deep, Scientist B
MSc, PhD
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques

34.

Umesh Tiwari, Scientist B
MSc, MTech
COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics
COM514: Sensors & Actuators
ELE-4: Biophotonics
ELE-5: Biosensors
ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices
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35.

VS Pandey, Scientist B
BTech, MTech
COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science

36.

Harry Garg, Scientist B
BTech, ME
EBC310B: Mechanisms, Materials and Manufacturing
M313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

List of Additional Faculty for Lab/Case Studies
1.
2.
3.
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NS Aulakh, Scientist C, [BTech, pursuing PhD]
Baban Kumar, Scientist C, [BTech, pursuing PhD]
Sanjeev Kumar, Scientist B, [BTech, pursuing PhD]

List of Additional Faculty for Lab/Case Studies | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

COURSE STRUCTURE

COURSE STRUCTURE
The semester-wise scheme including list of tentative elective subjects is shown on the next two pages.

20
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ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING (2010)
Semester-I
Hours per Week
Course Code

Weightage

Subject

Credits
L

T

P

Total

CE

TE

EBC310

Elective Bridge Course*

3

3

0

6

3

0.6

0.4

COM311

Signal Processing

3

1

0

4

3

0.6

0.4

COM312

Optics and Opto-electronics

3

1

0

4

3

0.6

0.4

COM313

Computer Aided Design and Simulation**

0

2

6

8

3

0.6

0.4

COM514

Sensors & Actuators**

3

0

8

11

3+2

0.6

0.4

12

7

14

33

17

Total

Semester-II
Hours per Week
Course Code

Credits
L

T

P

Total

CE

TE

COM325

Advanced Materials and Nano Science

3

1

0

4

3

0.6

0.4

COM326

Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation

3

1

0

4

3

0.6

0.4

COM527

Agro Physics and Technologies

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

COM528-X

(Common) Elective-I**

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

COM529-X

(Common) Elective-II**

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

15

2

18

35

21

Total

21

Weightage

Subject
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SEMESTER-III
Hours per Week
Course Code

Weightage

Subject

Credits
L

T

P

Total

CE

TE

ELE531-X

Elective-III**

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

ELE532-X

Elective-IV**

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

ELE533-X

Elective-V**

3

0

6

9

3+2

0.6

0.4

Synopsis/Seminar for Project Work/Thesis**

0

2

6

6

5

0.6

0.4

Total

9

2

24

35

20

THS203

SEMESTER-IV
Hours per Week
Course Code

THS204

Weightage

Subject

Credits

Project & Thesis, Seminar & Viva**
Total

L

T

P

Total

0

10

30

40

15

0

10

30

40

15

CE

TE

0.8

0.2

CE: Continuous Evaluation by way of tests/assignments, viva for experiments. TE: Term Eval/viva
* A. Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices

B. Mechanisms, Manufacturing and Measurements

** All students to have Common electives in Sem-II as per the organisational needs and the whole batch’s
performance.
** These courses include laboratory.
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ELECTIVES
SEM-II, Elective- I & II (COM528/9-X)** [TWO from the following][All students to have the same TWO courses]
SEM-III, Elective-IV, V & VI (ELE531/2/3-sub code) [THREE from the following]

Course Sub
code(X)

Subject

Course Sub
code (X)

Subject

1

Digital Image Processing

8

Post Harvest Technologies

2

Soft Computing Techniques

9

Optical System Development

3

Embedded and Computational Instrumentation

A

Photonic Materials and Devices

4

Biophotonics

B

Biological Control Systems

5

Biosensors

C

Bio-Materials and Bio-Mechanics

6

Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision

D

MEMS for Medical Applications

7

Analytical Instrumentation Techniques

E+

……………………………………………………..

+ More and more Electives may be added, modified by mix and match approach as per the students’ background, competence,
performance and faculty’s coincidental vision.
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COURSE DETAILS
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EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course provides introductory knowledge of electrical/electronic components, building
blocks, principles and theories of working of various devices. The course is a pre-requisite to
electronics and circuit design, digital circuit analysis and study of microcontrollers/
microprocessors.
Faculty: Dr Pawan Kapur, Dr C Ghanshyam

EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices

Credits: 3

Modules
Electric circuits and components
introduction, basic electrical elements – resistor, capacitor, inductor, Kirchoff’s laws, voltage and current
sources and meters, network theorems, AC/DC circuit analysis, transformer, impedance matching, grounding
and electrical interference.
Semiconductor electronics
Junction diode, Zener diode, analysis of diode circuit, three terminal devices - BJT, JFET, MOSFET, four
terminal devices, SCR, DIAC,TRIAC, photo devices - photo diodes, photo transistors, LED, LCD, opto-isolator
and opto-couplers, amplifiers: BJT, FET amplifier, single stage, multistage power amplifiers – class A, B, C and
D amplifiers, operational amplifiers: specifications, characteristics and applications.
Introduction to computing
Number system and code conversion, logic gates, Boolean algebra, combinational logic circuits, sequential
logic circuits – latch, RS, JK, T, D flip flops, shift registers, counters, digital building blocks: decoder, encoder,
MUX, DMUX, A/D, D/A converters, memories, programmable logic devices, microprocessors,
microcontrollers, Display devices.
Power devices
Construction, rating, characteristics and applications of SCR, TRIAC, IGBT.
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EBC310A: Circuit Theory and Electronic Devices

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This bridge course provides introductory principles and functioning of various mechanical
components as building blocks. It brings in mechanical engineering concepts for
instrumentation engineering.
Faculty: Dr KD Chattopadhyay, AD Kaul, VPS Kalsi

EBC310B: Mechanisms, Manufacturing and Measurements

Credits: 3

Modules
Mechanical systems: Types of motion, kinematic chains, freedom and constraints, slider-crank
mechanisms, machine elements.

Materials and Processing
Engineering materials, machining processes: conventional, special purpose machines

Measurements & Instruments
Mechanical engineering measurements & instruments: linear, angular, and surface measurements, force,
temperature.
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EBC310B: Mechanisms, Manufacturing and Measurements

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The objective of this course is to impart preliminary knowledge of processing of signals in
the form of optical or electronic in time or space domain. Most of the treatment in electronic
signal processing is digital through sampling. The course will help to understand basics
applied in electronic systems, imaging systems and optical systems.
Faculty: Dr Amod Kumar, Dr HK Sardana, Dr GS Singh

COM311: Signal Processing

Credits: 3

Modules
Signals and Transforms
Continuous time signals, sampling theorem, discrete time signals and systems, classification, analysis of linear
systems, correlation of discrete time signals, z-transform, frequency domain analysis, DFT, FFT, IIR/FIR
digital filter design, basics of DSP processors.

Introductory Image Processing
Digital image fundamentals, image transforms image segmentation, shape representation and description,
object recognition.

Optical Signal Processing
Fourier optics, coherent and incoherent imaging transfer functions, spatial filtering, optical data processing.
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COM311: Signal Processing

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This basic course in optics and opto-electronics lays foundation for various applications of
instrumentation engineering. Instrumentation systems now-a-days invariably use photo
sensors/ photo detectors and related optics in the form of conventional components or laser
and optical fibre as one of their main building blocks.
Faculty: Dr SV Ramagopal, Subhash C Jain, Randhir Bhatnagar

COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics

Credits: 3

Modules
Basic optics
Reflection and refraction of plane waves, polarization, diffraction; two-beam and multiple beam
interference, Fabry-Perot interferometer, micro-optic components, laser basics and applications.
Optical fibre properties
Fibre characterization techniques, directional couplers, connectors, splices, fibre polarization
components, wavelength division multiplexing, fibre gratings, optical spectrum analyzer, OTDR.
Light-matter interaction
Interaction of radiation with material, optical sources and detectors, Q-switching and mode locking
in lasers, light detection techniques, fibre optic and radiation sensors, photonic crystals, holey fibre,
fibre half-block and birefringent fibres, electro-optic effects, acousto-optic effect, nonlinear optics
and parametric amplification, fibre amplifiers and laser systems.
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COM312: Optics and Opto-electronics

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The objective of this lab course is to introduce the principles and practices of Computer
Aided Design, Engineering and Analysis and Simulation in multiple disciplines of
instrumentation. The course provides building mathematical concepts of object modelling,
rendering and display of objects and focuses on establishing the kinematic relations among
various objects, so that systems can be defined, modelled and simulated. The course has lab
with tools developing mechanical components, optical systems, electronic circuits and mixed
systems.
Faculty: Dr GS Singh, RR Shravan Kumar, Vinod Karar

COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

Credits: 3

Modules
Introduction
Introduction to computer aided design, simulation and visualization, genesis of CAD, concepts of
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and Virtual Prototyping (VP), extension of CAD into Virtual
Reality (VR), sensing in VR, hardware, input/output devices and applications.
Mechanical Design & Simulation
Introduction to CAD/CAE/Simulation, hardware and software in CAD/CAE applications, graphics
input and output devices. Introduction to 2D, 3D drawings and projections. Modelling approaches,
coordinate systems, geometric modelling, wire frame modelling, surface modelling, part modelling,
assembly modelling, sheet metal modelling, rendering and visualization. CAD/CAE data exchange
file formats & their exchange, introduction to dynamic simulation, FEA. Basic concepts of
simulation, various types of simulation.
Electronic Design & Simulation
Electronic Design Automation/Electronic Computer-Aided Design (EDA/ECAD), mixed signal
simulation, behaviour simulation, emulation, PCB layouts, thermal analysis, EMI analysis.
Optical Design & Simulation
Features & construction of merit function, optimisation methods for lens optimisation, descent
methods, ortho-normalization methods and optimisation subject to constraints. Introduction to
global optimisation techniques used in lens design. Computer performance evaluation of optical
system, ray trace curves, spot diagrams, optical path difference curves, encircled energy curves and
modulation transfer function.
System Simulation
Introduction, statistics and probability for simulation, descriptive simulation modelling, techniques
for sensitivity estimation, simulation-based optimization techniques, meta-modelling and the goal
seeking problems, "What-if" analysis techniques.
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COM313: Computer Aided Design and Simulation

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course deals at length with various transduction principles, sensors, their working and
applications. These sensors encompass a complete spectrum of physical, chemical, biological,
and other variables. The course presents a total treatise of sensing mechanisms to the
students. Coverage of actuators makes students understand the subtle relationship between
sensing & action required in response.
Faculty: Dr ML Singla, Dr C Ghanshyam, Dr Sunita Mishra

COM514: Sensors and Actuators

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Sensor Technologies
Physical principles & basic mechanisms in sensor systems, semiconductor processing, processing of
ceramic and glasses, thin and thick film technologies, processing of micro-sensors
Sensor Structures
Impedance type, semiconductor based, resonance based, electro-chemical cell, colorimetric and
fibre optic sensors.
Sensing Effects and Performance
Dielectric, sorption, conductivity, resistivity, optical behaviour, selective chemical sensing, multiarray sensing, Transduction principles, transducer characteristics, classification of transducers,
methods for characterisation of transducers-performance characteristics, static & dynamic
characteristics, error analysis.
Actuators
Principles of actuation mechanism, architecture of control electronics, development methodology of
motor/actuator control, micro actuators, stepper motors, brushed DC motors, brushless DC motors
and hydraulic and pneumatic actuators, Bimorph actuators.
Sensor Applications
Mechanical, acoustic, temperature, IR, humidity, magnetic material, MEMS sensor, ion-selective,
medicine and biology.
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COM514: Sensors and Actuators

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course on advanced materials introduces recent advances made in the field of material
science revolutionizing engineering design in many spheres. Properties pertaining to new
materials including nano materials and polymers are dealt for future technologies of sensors
and instrumentation.
Faculty: Dr ML Singla, Dr Lalit M Bharadwaj, Dr Sunita Mishra

COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science

Credits: 3

Modules
Alloys and their properties
Ferrous & non-ferrous alloys, shape memory alloys, chemical composition, mechanical properties,
electrical and magnetic properties, heat treatment, metal processing, elastic behaviour, optical
materials.
Semiconductor Materials
Semiconductor materials- electronic and optical properties.
Polymers
Chain growth polymers, step growth polymers, photochromic polymers & conducting polymers,
optical applications, photochromic lenses, liquid crystal polymers, photo simulated shape changes.
Nano structured materials
Characterization techniques, thin film growth, coating, powders, semiconductor nanostructures,
fabrication, quantum dot processing technologies, bio-nano materials and applications.
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COM325: Advanced Materials and Nano Science

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The course is designed to impart knowledge of the normal structure of human body &
functions and various related bioinstrumentation approaches. This course provides
knowledge on basic measurement methods and Instrumentation techniques for the
measurement of physical, physiological, and biological factors in man or other living
organisms. It introduces measurements, covers the necessary electronics, and then builds
from small to big measurements on molecules, cells, organs, and the body. Useful in
understanding courses of biomedical engineering.
Faculty: Dr PK Jain, Dr Amod Kumar, Dr HK Sardana

COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation

Credits: 3

Modules
Human Physiological Systems
Cell and its constituents, basic tissues and types, major muscles of the body, nervous system, bone
tissue – structure, development and growth, fracture healing, joints – classification and types,
movement at joints. Respiratory system, Urinary system, Digestive system, Cardio vascular system.
Sense organs.
Biological Measurements
Resting membrane potential and action potential of a cell, measurements of bio-potentials, ECG,
EMG, EEG. Blood pressure and blood flow measurements, bio-chemical measurements.
Measurements in respiratory system.
Biomedical Instrumentation
Study of pacemakers, defibrillators, diathermy, principles of operation of laser devices, lithotriptor,
incubators, thermograph, ventilators, anaesthesia machine, audiometry, hearing aids. Endoscope,
intensive care units, infusion pumps, bio-telemetry systems, hemodialyser and heart lung machine,
electrical hazards and safety.
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COM326: Human Physiology and Bio-Instrumentation

Credits: 3 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The most important pre-harvest agriculture issues are about soil, water and environment
which affect plant health and growth. This course introduces latest techniques to measure
soil parameters, plant-soil-water interaction and fundamentals of cultivation under
controlled environment. It also imparts knowledge and practices in precision agriculture
and crop management.
Faculty: Dr Pawan Kapur, Dr ML Singla, External Faculty

COM527: Agro Physics and Technologies

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Preharvest Operations
Physico-chemico principles involved in the pre harvest operations, soil parameters, soil testing, biosensors for pesticides, insecticides, plant growth, plant metabolism, plant genetics, genetic
modifications, plant and fertilizer usage, plant-soil-water interactions.
Soil and plant dynamics
Hydro Thermal Physics, drip irrigation, micronutrient measurement and control, plant dynamics,
photo synthesis, plant intake studies based on trace elemental analysis, soil-plant-atmosphere
environment models, automatic and intelligent environment control systems, green house farming
and cultivation under controlled environment.
Precision agriculture
Precision agriculture related technologies and protocols, agro machinery, tractor mounted devices,
automatic harvest systems.
Horticulture cropping management
Intelligent expert system and decision support system.
GPS/GIS applications
Principles of GPS/GIS applications, concepts, tools and software such as arc GIS, SST tool box and
similar software.
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COM527: Agro Physics and Technologies

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
Digital image processing is the use of computer algorithms to perform image processing on
digital images. The course provides image sensing and acquisition approaches with
emphasis of illumination optics. Further while deviating from frequency domain to space
domain, the students would learn primarily two sectors of applications: high resolution
medical image processing, colour based agro sector imaging and processing.
Faculty: Dr HK Sardana

ELE-1: Digital Image Processing

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Elements of visual perceptions, digital Image sensing, sampling and quantization, digital image
representation, basic relationship between pixels, elements of digital image processing system.
Image transforms
discrete Fourier transform and properties, separable image transforms, image enhancement.
Wavelet transforms.
Restoration and Reconstruction
Image restoration, image segmentation, image reconstruction from projections.
Medical image processing
X-ray imaging, CT, MRI, ultrasound, PET, SPECT.
Colour image processing
Colour models, agro sector applications.
Statistical pattern recognition
Cluster analysis, feature selection & extraction, syntactic pattern recognition: stochastic languages,
problem solving methods for pattern recognition.
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ELE-1: Digital Image Processing

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The course addresses current soft computing techniques such as Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), Fuzzy Logic, approximate reasoning, machine learning, etc in situations where
measurements are uncertain and in deterministic. The applications include effective solving
of pattern recognition and classifications problems.
Faculty: Dr HK Sardana, Dr Amod Kumar

ELE-2: Soft Computing Techniques

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Neural and Fuzzy systems
Learning laws and learning methods, network architectures, uncertainty and imprecision, fuzzy
systems, linguistic rules, approximate reasoning, genetic algorithms.
Hybrid systems
Neuro-fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms evolving neural networks, applications in control,
inspection, monitoring, forecasting, recognition and diagnosis.
Applications
Engineering design optimisation, optimiser behaviour evaluation through stochastic analysis,
performance analysis, optical design and engineering, mechatronic products, agro applications.
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ELE-2: Soft Computing Techniques

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course provides deep insight into various processing/computing architectures and their
application in embedded system design. It deals at length with embedded computing
platforms and various design issues specifically related to real time systems. The mapping of
computational algorithms to chosen design architecture has been emphasized.
Faculty: Dr HK Sardana, Dr Amod Kumar

ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Introduction to embedded systems and architecture, system design using specification and
modeling tools.
Computing Platforms
Overview of embedded computing platforms; microprocessors, microcontrollers, DSPs and SoCs,
hardware – software design and partitioning.
Designs and Trade-offs
Design issues, consideration and trade-offs: performance memory, power, timing, cost, and
development time. Memory hierarchy, system interfaces and communication with peripheral units,
timers-counters, introduction to real-time system and real-time scheduling.
RTOS
Real-time software development: high level languages and programming issues, systems
performance: networked embedded systems.
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ELE-3: Embedded and Computational Instrumentation

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
Biophotonics deals with interactions between light and biological matter. It is an exciting
frontier which involves a fusion of photonics and biology. It offers applications in early
detection of diseases and for new modalities of light-guided and light-activated therapies.
Biology is advancing photonics, since biomaterials are showing promise in the development
of new photonic media for technological applications. Biophotonics techniques are equally
important for agro food science and studies of plant life.
Faculty: Dr Lalit M Bharadwaj, Umesh Tiwari

ELE-4: Biophotonics

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Fundamentals of light-matter interactions, biosensors based on optical and photonic principles,
FBG, LPG based sensing, bio luminescence, fluorescence, evanescent sensors, photobiology.
Bioimaging
Principles and techniques, confocal microscope, surface plasmon resonance, Raman microscope,
near field scanning optical microscopy etc., microarray technology for genomics and proteomics,
flow cytometry, light-activated therapy, photodynamic therapy
Nanotechnology for biophotonics
Bio-nano-photonics, applications in healthcare and agriculture, disease diagnosis and pathogen
detection.
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ELE-4: Biophotonics

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
Biosensors are powerful analytical devices for selective detection of chemical compounds at
ultra trace levels. These devices have wide applications in the area of medical healthcare,
environmental and agricultural monitoring, food analysis, etc.
Faculty: Dr PK Jain, Dr Amit Lochan Sharma, NS Mehla

ELE-5: Biosensors

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Biosensors, principles, applications, detection techniques.
Biological materials
Amino acids, proteins, enzymes, antigen-antibody, cell, nucleic acids) and their immobilisation
techniques.
Electro-chemical biosensors
Potentiometric and amperometric
Immunoassays
Immunosensors, DNA probes.
Optical and photonic biosensors
LPG, FBG, luminescence; surface plasmon resonance.
Current trends
Biosensor technologies, biosensors based on semiconductors, polymers, quartz crystal
microbalance, surface acoustics and liquid crystals.
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ELE-5: Biosensors

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course teaches the techniques used for computer aided inspection (CAI) and metrology.
High speed and high accuracy of positioning systems and contactless inspections are
essential elements in modern manufacturing industries. This course equips one to cater to
the modern inspection protocols that help enhance the productivity. The course further
covers different aspects of inspecting geometrical features of a component and the ways to
evaluate those in mass production.
Faculty: Dr SV Ramagopal, Dr KD Chattopadhyay, Dr HK Sardana

ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision Credits: 3+2

Modules
Modern measurement techniques
Precision and accuracy, contact and noncontact measurement, metrology environment.
Co-ordinate measuring machine
Process and practices, probes, profile and surface measurement, concepts, reverse engineering.
Interferometery and diffraction
Surface and profiles measurement
Non-contact and in-process inspection
Air gauging, backpressure gage system, scanning, triangulation, applications
Computer aided measurement techniques
Data acquisition, calibration, repeatability and reproducibility, automatic inspection.
Vision based inspection system
Image processing techniques, shape analysis, photogrammetry
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ELE-6: Computer Aided Metrology and Machine Vision

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course prepares students in chemical instrumentation and analysis at professional level.
It does not assume any prior knowledge in analytical chemistry and molecular spectroscopy
as physical basis of various techniques is included in the course structure.
Faculty: Dr ML Singla, Dr Sunita Mishra, AK Paul

ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Basics of analytical instrumentation, use of computers in analytical instrumentation, statistical
techniques, atomic emission and absorption spectroscopy (UV-visible, NIR, IR, FTIR, X-ray).
Elemental analysis
Detection of atoms, molecules and aerosols, glow discharge spectroscopy for elemental analysis
Separation techniques
Chromatography (gas, ion and liquid) and headspace analysis.
Electro-Chemical Instrumentation
Introduction and overview of electrode processors, kinetics of electrode reactions, potentials sweep
methods, impedance spectroscopy.
Microscopy
Concept of scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, tunnelling microscope
and atomic force microscope, applications in material characterization.
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ELE-7: Analytical Instrumentation Techniques

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The main technological challenges related to the harvesting of crop manifest themselves in
three forms: sophistication of machinery; storage techniques for prolonged shelf-life of agroproduce; and quality assessment/associated regulatory aspects. This course is designed to
address these issues besides making the students aware about technological advancements
in these areas and research underway.
Faculty: Dr Pawan Kapur, Dr ML Singla, External Faculty

ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Physical properties of agri-produce
Quality aspects, quantification of quality, quality model building (tea, honey, sugars, syrups etc.),
spectroscopic techniques, advanced analytical instruments, IMS devices, machine vision and Image
information processing technology for sorting, grading of agri-produce
Storage technologies
CA storage, bulk storage, air storage, instrumental, pulsed excitation techniques for pasteurization,
methods for increasing storage efficiency.
Farm machinery and equipment
Intelligent electromechanical integration, virtual agriculture and modern sensing technologies such
as biosensors
Case-studies
Post-harvest operations such as grading/sorting controlled environment operations, agrimechanisation methods.
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ELE-8: Post Harvest Technologies

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The purpose of this course is to present the current state-of-the-art in optical design,
fabrication and testing of optical systems at an advanced level. It is assumed that students
are already conversant with principles of optical components and devices. Emphasis of the
course is to give the students insight into cutting edge technologies in aspherics, thin films
and holography.
Faculty: Dr GS Singh, Dr SV Ramagopal

ELE-9: Optical System Development

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Optical system design
Fabrication techniques (spherics & aspherics), system integration, performance evaluation and
analysis, optical materials and thin films, design of interference and rugate filters, fabrication and
measurements methods.
Holographic interferometry
Basic holographic principle and recording, holographic optical elements, holographic
interferometry and non-destructive testing, laser speckle techniques and applications.
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ELE-9: Optical System Development

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course is aimed at imparting knowledge about materials, characterization and physics
of optical and photonic devices such as lasers, Fibre Bragg Gratings, CCD’s and optical IC’s.
The practical aspects would cover design of optical and photonic systems applications in
instrumentation.
Faculty: Dr Sunita Mishra, Subhash Jain, Randhir Bhatnagar, Umesh Tiwari

ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Photonic Devices
Semiconductor physics, optical and photonic band gap materials, device structures and
characteristics, optical amplifiers, distributed feedback laser, distributed bragg reflector laser,
quantum well lasers, modulators, detectors-PINs, APDs, PMT, CCDs, LCD, diode arrays and OEICs.
Sensors and systems
Optoelectronics sensors and systems - Raman, Brillion and Raleigh scattering based Sensors,
FBG/LPG sensors, interrogation techniques and systems, surface plasmon resonance and related
sensors.
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ELE-A: Photonic Materials and Devices

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
Biological control systems are the regulators of various processes in living beings. Among the
many control systems are the ones that maintain a balance in the biophysical and
biochemical functioning of the body, stabilise internal body temperature in all kinds of
weather, and regulate all functions within the body. The course is aimed to create new
research opportunities in the area of artificial biological control systems.
Faculty: Dr Amod Kumar, Dr Pawan Kapur

ELE-B: Biological Control Systems

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Control systems, transfer functions, mathematical approaches, system stability, feedback concept
and stability analysis, Biological control system, comparison with engineering control, transfer of
substances between compartments, biological receptors, characteristics, transfer function model,
bio feedback.
Regulation
Regulation of acid-base balance, regulation of extra cellular water and electrolytes, process controls
- cardiac rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate and blood glucose regulation. Endocrine control,
Pharmaco modelling - drug distribution system, regulation of interstitial fluid volume. CO2
regulations.
Modelling of Human Systems
Modelling of human thermal regulatory system, parameters involved, control system models etc.,
heat loss from the body, model of heat transfer between subsystems of human body like skin, core,
system within body, body environment etc.
Respiratory and Vision System
Respiratory, modelling of O2 uptake, mass balancing by lungs, gas transport mechanism of lungs,
O2 and CO2 transport in blood and tissue. Cardio vascular control system, servo mechanism,
Introduction to eye tracking and control, pupil control system.
Design and Case studies
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ELE-B: Biological Control Systems

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
This course discusses biomaterials - the materials that are used and adapted for medical
applications in dental, surgery, drug delivery and many other applications. It also imparts
knowledge about the role of mechanics in biological systems which include the analysis of
motion in animals, fluid dynamics of blood and role of mechanical processes in the
development of abnormality. Finally, it also covers materials and biomechanics at cellular
level.
Faculty: Dr PK Jain, Dr Lalit M Bharadwaj, Neelesh Kumar

ELE-C: Biomaterials & Biomechanics

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Introduction
Material science, materials used in medicine, polymers, metals, ceramics, treated natural materials,
biocompatibility, hemocompatibility.
Scope of mechanics in medicine
Orthopaedics, cardiology, exercise physiology, biomechanics in orthopaedics - principles, joints,
fracture, internal and external fixation, prosthetic design, biomechanics of degenerative disorders,
gait analysis, biofluid mechanics, mathematical models.
Rehabilitation engineering
Artificial limb, myoelectric hand, finite element analysis and its application to problems in
biomechanics.
Nano/molecular devices
Materials and nano/molecular devices working at cellular level: molecular motors, molecular
robotics, study of biomechanics using optical tweezer, AFM based nanomanipulation, hybrid
devices, sensors, biomolecular electronics: charge transport and electrical properties of
biomolecules e.g. DNA, proteins.
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ELE-C: Biomaterials & Biomechanics

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

Course Overview
The technology of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) is impacting the industry,
leading to a new generation of tools with sophisticated functionality. Some of these
miniature sensors and actuators designed for biomedical applications (BioMEMS) are
appearing as medical devices, as well as playing a role in drug delivery. The course would
cover theoretical, design and application aspects.
Faculty: Dr Lalit M Bharadwaj, AK Paul, External Faculty

ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

Credits: 3+2

Modules
Material properties
Crystal growth, basic fabrication techniques –diffusion, oxidation, deposition of films using various
techniques, chemical and plasma etching, cleaning, lithographic process, electroplating.
Micro-machining
Surface and bulk micro-machining, release of microstructures
MEMs devices
Capacitive, electrostatic, piezoresistive, piezoelectric, thermal, magnetic transduction, microfluidics.
MEMs packaging technologies
BioMEMs
Application in healthcare, hearing aids, implantable devices and diagnosis
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ELE-D: MEMS for Medical Applications

Credits: 3+2 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010
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GLIMPSES OF PGRPE-2009 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

CSIR PGRPE-2009 Simultaneous Flag off - by DG, CSIR

Video Conferencing via CSIR

PGRPE-2009 Batch participating in Flag off Ceremony
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GLIMPSES OF PGRPE-2009 | PGRPE-AIE-CSIO-2010

PGRPE-2009 Batch’s Briefing at CSIO
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